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COLLEGE

Illumination Night
Tonight at 8 p.m.
Dimnent Memorial Chapel

anc or

OLLAND, MICHIGAN
Friday, April 24, 1964

Hope College, Holland. Michigan

76th Year—27

Hope Re-accreditation Sought

CITATION — Don Lichty (third from left), district director for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association presents a citation to Ken Dulow,
representing the IFC, in appreciation for students' assistance in the
local M.D. campaign. Watching the presentation are Mrs. Ben Van
Dis, Holland chapter treasurer, Trudy Van Dyke, vice president
of Panhellenic Board, David Mouw, Student Senate president, and
Linda De Witt, Panhellenic Board representative.

Hope Cited for Canvass
Don Lichty, District Director
for the Muscular Dystrophy Asso
ciation was on campus Wednesday, April 15, to present a citation
to the Hope student body for their
effort on behalf of the association.
Last November 19. students from
the five fraternities and six sororities conducted the door-to-door
canvass for the Holland chapter
M.D. drive. Contributions totaled
over $3500.

fight against muscular dystrophy."
This is the third consecutive
year that Hope students have
worked on the M.D. drive.

The citation reads "Citation of
Merit, Muscular Dystrophy Association, presented to Hope College
students, fraternities, and sororities with gratitude for your staunch
and devoted participation in the

" F a n f a r e , " carrying forth a medieval motif, will be the theme of
this year's May Day. May 1.
According to Jackie Schrotenboer. general chairman, and Carol
Borst, sophomore co-chairman.

'Fanfare' To Follow May Day
With Medieval Celebration

Seminar at Inter-American University
To Discuss Caribbean Situation
The Inter-American University
located in San German, Puerto
Rico, has announced an "Institute
on the United States Position in
the Caribbean" to be held from
July 6 to August 22. 1964.
The Institute is designed to provide participants wi;h a g r e a t e r
understanding of the socio-economic changes currently unfolding
in the Caribbean and to analyze
the particular problems facing the
formulators of the Caribbean policy of the United States. The In
stitute will deal with the historical
background of the contemporary
Caribbean scene, ideology and
socio-economic development, the
Cuban revolution, the role of the
military and some of the implications for American institutions
and policies.
The course of the Institute will
include a five week session at
Inter-American University, consisting of two morning lectures each
day and afternoon descussion periods twice a week and a two-week
study tour of six Caribbean countries (Martinique, Barbados, Trinidad, Venezuela, Curacao, and
Aruba). Lectures and discussions
with national leaders will be included.
Six hours of graduate or underg r a d u a t e credit will be e a r n e d
upon the successful completion of
the Institute. Participants desiring instruction in Spanish (at different levels) during the duration
of the Institute in San G e r m a n
may enroll in special five week
sessions of Spanish classes at the
cost of $45, either as auditors or
for an additional 3 credit hours.

Two examiners from the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools will be on
campus next week in order to
check over the college in detail
and decide on whether or not to
renew its accreditation by the association.
Dean Robert Blackburn of Shimer College, Mount Carroll, 111., and
Dean Chandler Rowe of Lawrence
College. Appleton, Wis., will arrive
Sunday evening. They will spend
two days on campus, speaking
with m e m b e r s of the administration, faculty and student body. The
two deans will visit classes and
talk with students -both formally
and informally.
In addition, they will meet the
administrative officers of the college at a dinner Sunday night and
be the guests at the faculty meeting on Monday night.
Speaking for the college, Vice
President John Hollenbach stated. "We hope that the students
will welcome the deans to the
campus and will cooperate in every
way."
The North Central Association
formulated a plan six years ago

The cost of the Institute will be
approximately $550. including tuition, books, health insurance, room
and board for five weeks on the
Inter-American University campus
and the two-week study tour including air travel, hotels and
meals. If students wish to attend
cnly the five-week session, the cost
will be $250 but they will only
receive five credits. Students will
be responsible for their travel to
and from Puerto Rico.
The deadline for applications to
this Institute is April 30, 1964.
itudents wishing further information
concerning
application
should see Dr. Paul Fried, chairman of the Department of History
in Van Raalte 308.

classes will be dismissed at 12:20
p.m. next Friday. This will be in
time for the picnic at Kollen P a r k
from 12 noon to 12:45 p.m. After
the picnic the intra-fraternal track
meet will be held at 1:30 p.m. at
Van Raalte Field.
Coronation in the Pine Grove
will be at 4:30 p.m. At this time
the queen will be crowned and
she and her court, all juniors,
presented to the student body.
Sophomore girls will perform the
traditional May Pole Dance as
freshmen girls form the honored
Daisy Chain. Bill Van Hoeven,
m a s t e r of ceremonies, will also
announce the tapping of new MortarBoard m e m b e r s .
Following the coronation, the
queen and her court will be honored at the 6 p.m. dinner in Phelps
dining Hall.
The day's climax will be the
d> lice at the Civic Center at
which Dave and His Shadows will
play.
Chairmen of the May Day committees are: election, Evelyn Albers; dinner, Marcia Osterink;
dance, Delia Kuiper and John
Meengs; publicity, Carol Bertelson.

for reviewing the status of every
member college every 10 years.
Hope has been a member of the
Association since 1919.
Prior to the decision on the renewal of regional accreditation,
two representatives of the Association probe into every aspect of
the college program. Before the
visit of the two deans to the campus, the college had to submit a
detailed self analysis and write
a series of critical reports.
All department chairmen and officers were required to write a

two page analysis of their areas,
listing strengths and limitations,
plus plans for correcting existing
limitations.
Following the visit of the Association examiners, a commission
will review their findings and
m . k e the final decision.
According to Hollenbach, "The
North Central Association has had
a very distinguished life. One of
the biggest honors President Lubbers received was to be elected
president of the Association for
the 1962-63 t e r m . "

Kenneth Young of Brewton
Sets Of I 1964 Mission Drive
by Marianna Schntter
Back Our Mission Brewton (BOMB) was the theme of this year's
mission drive heid this week.
Kenneth Young, director of
Southern Normal School, Brewton,
Ala., spoke in chapel on Wednesday about his personal experiences
of discrimination in the South and
on Thursday about the "second
mile" in life.
He referred to the passage in the
fifth chapter of Matthew in which
Jesus instructed his disciples to
go a second mile when a man asked him to go one.
Young drew the parallel between
the Jew of Christ's time and the
Negroes and whiles of today. He
said that both races m u s t be willing to go this second mile to establish true communication and
change the old social orders particularly prevalent in the Sou.h.
He stressed the need for inner
control which this increased communication requires and that there
are added responsibilities with
each new freedom gained.
During the chapel services, offerings were taken for Brewton.
The money will be used for science

equipment.
In an interview, Young expressed his hope that the school curriculum be extended to include more
vocational training opportunities
for the majority of students who
can not go on to college.
Enrollment in grades 7 - 12 at
Brewton is 304. but the county
sends 120 students to the school
almost tuition f r e e , providing
three paid teachers to the school
in exchange. Young said that the
school could operate for about five
weeks on the money it takes in;
therefore the Reformed Church is
its main support.
Speaking of the students, he said
that a few come from as f a r as
California and New York, although
most of the 89 boarding students
come from other parts of the
South. The majority of the students come from the nearby a r e a
due to poor educational facilities
for the county's Negroes.
Because of L c k of financial aid
and poor early educational backgrounds, only about 15 of this
y e a r ' s senior class of 52 a r e expected to attend college, Young
added.

Spring Registration
Spring registration for the 1964-65 fall semester begins next
week. In addition to working out a study schedule, each returning student is being asked to decide on whether he wishes to elect
to graduate under the old pattern of requirements or undr the
new system being put into effect.
According to college Vice President Dr. John Hollenbach,
"Every student is urged to study carefully the spring registration
bulletin which will be distributed next week from the dean's
office.

Dr. Naomi Garrett To Lecture Monday
On African, Haitian Literature

CAMPUS COURTSHIP — Dr. Evelyn Duvall seated with Dr. Lars
Granberg, Dean of Women Mrs. Isla Van Eenenaam and Dean of
Students Dr. James Harvey, talks with students and faculty members
at a dinner following her lecture Wednesday.

Dr. Nao^ni M. Garrett, chairman
of the Romance Languages Department of West Virginia State
College. Institute, W. Va., will be
a guest on the Hope College campus Monday.
During her stay on campus she
will present two lectures, one in
English and the other in French.
She will lecture in French on
"African Poets of French Expression" at 2 p.m. in the Snow Auditorium and at 4 p.m. will lecture
in English on "Haitian Literature"
in the Winants Auditorium of
Graves Hall.
Dr. Garrett is well-qualified to
speak on both topics sin^e she
was a guest lecturer for the U.S.
Cultural Services, French West Africa, in 1958 and was a m e m b e r of

the U.S. Government's English
project for Haiti from 1943-44.
She has been a member of the
staff of the Romance Language
Department at West Virginia State
College since 1947 and chairman
of the department since 1958.
Her academic background includes an M.A. from Atlanta University, a Ph.D. in French from
Columbia University and postr
graduate work under a Fulbright
Fellowship at the University of
Paris.
Dr. Garrett is contributing editor
to "Handbook of Latin American
Studies," a reviewer for "Books
Abroad" and was the author of
the book "The Renaissance of
Haitian Poetry," which was published in Paris in April of 1963.
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AIRC Marks 50th Birthday

Friday, April 24, 1964
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by Jack<e Joseph
and Paul Tanis
(Editor's note: Seven Hope
delegates attended the Seventeenth Annual Association of
Internationa] Relations Clubs
Conference Ap^il 1-4. In an article last week Jackie Joseph
and Paul Tanis reported the
events of the confcence. This
week they conclude.)
Friday evening the delegates
amended the F'ftieth Anniversary
Banquet, marking the fiftieth
y o a r of the IRC movement in t^e
US. Featured speaker was the
Honorable Sidney R. Yates, Ambassador of the US to the UN as
representative to the Trusteeship
Council, who spoke under the topic,
"A Challenge to Youth: The Next
Fifty Years."
Ambassador Ya^es pointed out
the fantastic changes that h i v e
occurred in the world since the
foundation of the IRC in 1914 —
from the flight of the Wright brothers to the "Space Age," two World
Wars and the immense changes
that they produced in the world
situation, the rise of a major power under Communist control and
the subsequent polarization of the
world into two blocs, the development of the atomic bomb and the
emergence of the Atomic Age and
the emergence of new nations,

particularly in Africa.
In attempting to look into a
"crystal ball," he cited the lessening of tensions between (East and
West as one of the m a j o r influences on the future. Pointing out
that students, as informed adults,
would have a major inf uence in
determining the events of the next
fifty years. Ambassador Yates
sugges'ed a career in the field
of politics as an excellent means
of playing a part in the future of
the world.
The conference closed with a
banquet Saturday afternoon, the
speaker being Mr. Richard Allen.
Director for Strategic Research on
Communism at Georgetown University. Allen pointed out the factors influencing present Soviet policy — the Sino-Soviet split, the
need for resources, the development of a "realistic" attitude, the
recognition that she cannot overcome the US, and the idea of the
need for a " b r e a t h e r . "
In discussing the role of power in
world affairs, Allen stated that
"power" was one of the main
factors needed for peace. When
questioned about the Sino-Soviet
split. Allen stated that one of
major factors in the "split" was
the "persomlities" involved, and
that while the "monolith" h i s been
destroyed, the goals of both Russia
and China have not greatly diverged.
He also pointed out that the
lessening of Soviet control over

Dediuted to a mora effective witness for
Christ in our generation... open to college
juniors, gradustes, intemationel students,
Christian ministers and laymen desiring additional training.

YOUNG LIFE
INSTITUTE

A&W ROOT BEER
Olive King Burger
Two Potties of Choice Beef
Melted Cheese, Lettuce-Tomato
and Our Own Olive Dressing
Served on a Rusk Bun

45c

the Eastern European satellites
may mean the detachment of one
of the powers from the "bloc" —
he suggested Rumania as the most
likely country — and that this
would be a test for the US to
implement its policy in this regard.
Alternating with the addresses
and panels was a series of group
discussions conducted by student
discussion leaders and rapporteurs.
These groups covered four basic
areas involved in World Peace
through World Law: Disarmament,
Major Powers, International Organizations, and Developing Nations. Jackie Joseph, senior, represented Hope College as the discussion leader of "Developing Nations — Asia."
During the four plenary sessions
of the conference, AIRC business,
such as amendments to the AIRC
Constitution and a slate of nominees for the national executive
Board, was conducted. Hope senior
Paul T;.nis was elected to a committee to review the qualifications
of all individuals whose names are
submitted for consideration as
candidates for Executive Board
positions.
A number of amendments to the
Constitution were passed at the
final plenary session he'd Saturday morning and the AIRC slate
was announced. One of the two
candidates selected to run for the
office of National Secretary of the
.Association was Jackie Joseph.
Stie will be notified within a
month as to the results of the
elections which are handled by
means of mail ballots to each individual club. This is the first
time Hope has had a candidate
for national office since the elections of 1962-63 when Bob Jaehnig
('63) was defeated in the Presidential race by James Mork. then
of the University of (Minnesota.
(See page 5 for further information).
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On Name Calling
by Robert Donia
Perhaps the most damaging insult a candidate can hurl at an
opponent nowadays is to call him
a "radical." Along with this, "bigot." "extremist," and " r a c i s t "
are favorite words of those seeking to discredit someone else.
Name-calling is as old as politics and it is not this I am
primarily objecting to, distasteful
though it is. What is particularly
distressing is the seemingly recent trend to use these terms very
freely and often with the implication that " r a d i c a l i s m " itself is
dangerous or un-American. The
implication is that anyone with
ide^s outside the main stream of
American political thought is not
'.o be trusted and is probably under
the influence of some foreign power. seeking to corrupt our way of
life.
Unfortunately, the tendency toward denouncing "radicalism" as
inherent'y un-American is a characteristic of those seeking to discredit both the right and the left.
On the right, the John Birch Society is constantly decried as an
"extremist" group that denounces
people like Eisenhower for being
Communist. Popular opinion has it
that the Birchers are mentally unstable and are helping the Communists more than they are hurting them.
Two years of research by the
California Senate Fact - Finding
Subcommittee on Un - American
Activities revealed an objective
picture of the Society. This was
released June 12. 1963. According
to the Los Angeles Times of June
13. "No evidence was found that
the society is secret. Fascist, antiSemitic, or Un - American. The
subcommittee described it as a
'right. anti-Communist, fundamentalist organization.
"The subcommittee said it has
not found the great majority of
Birch Society members in Californ-

ia to be 'mentally unstable, crackpots or hysterical about the threat
of Communist subversion." The report stated that many of the
statements of Robert Welch, Society leader, are "irresponsible,"
shared by only a few of his followers.
This does-Hot mean that the
Birch Society, as a "radical"
group, should be immune to honest. legitimate criticism. The same
report points out the authoritarian structure of the Society, comparing it in many ways to the
structure of the Communist Party,
U.S.A. Certainly many of the
statements of Robert Welch should
be denied and disclaimed by every
American and every citizen has
the right to disagree to any extent he wishes with the views of
the members of the Society.
But this is a far different thing
than charging the Birchers with
bigotry, subversion and attempts
to overthrow the government.
People making such charges should
politely be asked to stop, lest
they find themselves the perpetrators of hatred.
Of course, the Birch Society is
just one Rightist group, perhaps
the best known. Many others hold
the same political beliefs and
come in for the same attack as
the Birchers. And there are similar organizations of the liberal
Left, often less publicized, which
receive the same unnecessary
treatment. We shall examine one
such organization in a later issue.
It is time we stopped fearing legitimate dissention from conventional political thought and start
treating those to the right and left
of us as human beings. To attack
their ideas is perfectly valid; to
attack them personally is outside
the range of respectable conduct.
Unless a change comes about,
freedom of dissent in America m a y
suffer a blow which could lead to
loss of our political freedom.
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WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
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J£UJ£LRY
Dependable Jewelers for Over a Quarter Century
6 West Eighth Street
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HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Featuring: C o n t e m p o r a r y & Studio Cards, Ring Books, Papers, Pens

"EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"
Downtown — Next to Penney's

At our River Avenue Store
New and Used Typewriters - Rentals — Expert Repair Service
Save 20% On All Portable Typewriters
M

K. Turakta

Paul Woallay

Ranald F.

HERFST
STUDIO AND PHOTO SUPPLY
PORTRAITS —

Vamfblaad

PICTURE FRAMES —

CAMERAS

PROJECTORS — FILMS — PHOTO FINISHING
Two four week terms, June 21 through
August 14. Meeting on the campus of
the Fountain Valley School near Colorado Springs. Chartered by the State of
Colorado to grant the master of arts
degree. Courses offered include; AfcNeil: Christian and Society. Woolley:
Church History. Turekian: Science and
Christian Faith. Jewett: Doctrine of

Cod and Man.

Adventure

in

EXCELLENCE
All who desira to tacreasa their effectiveneia
a world that urecntly needs Christian leadership are invited to consider a course ol
atudy at The Young Life Institute.
For catalog and application form writet

Ika Yomg Ufa Intltuta, lei 395* Paiaiaae, Caltti

HOPE CHURCH INVITES YOU TO WORSHIP
O N SUNDAY, APRIL 2 6
Morning Worship at 9:30 and 11:00 a.m.
The Chancel Choir will sing at 11:00.
Mr. Walchenbach will preach at both services.
The College Discussion Group will meet at 7:00 in the
Manse at 99 W. 11th Street.

3taH

7 West 8th Street

Phone EX 2 - 2 6 6 4

V a n Raalte's Restaurant
Zeeland

From the Minister's Notebook:
"It is a burden, living with a love like his in a world
like ours, never think it anything less; but such a burden
as sails are to a ship, or winas to a bird! With no fulfillment for anybody short of taking it on."

HOPE CHURCH
CMy

We Give S&H Green S t a m p *

7 7 W . l l t h Street

Complete Dinners
Banquets for 2 0 - 3 0 0
BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDSI

(Special

Dinners for 95c)
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Variety of Arts Showcased in Festival
i

Students To Present Original Plays

RHINOCEROS — Three unidentified members of the MSU Performing Arts Company demonstrate their roles in lonesco's play which
will be presented as part of the Fine Arts Festival.

MSU Performing Arts Company
To Stage lonesco's 'Rhinoceros'
T

•

«

loneseo's comedy "Rhinoceros
will be s f a®ed by Michigan State
University's Performing Arts Company on Thursday. April 30. at 3
p.m. and 8:15 p.m. in the Holland
High School Auditorium, as a pqrt
of the Hope College Fine Arts
Festival.
"Rhinoceros" is a " d e l i ^ f u l l y
funny" French play, which has recpjved unanimous praise from
crit ; cs and audiences in this country and abroad.
S'nce 1950, Eugene lonesco has
been considered one of •he most
controversial and brilliant playw r i g h t in the so-bailed "AvantGardp." or what has a ^ o b«en
ca'jpd the "Theatre of the Absu-d."
"Rhinoceros" premiered in 1960
in the g o v e r n ^ n ^ - o w n e d Theatre
de France, with 1.200 seats filled
to capacity.
lonesco has said that much of
his comic inspiration has come
from the Marx Brothers and that
the motivation for his writing is
to express his anger and sadness
that most people — especially intellectuals — do not use their

minds wi4h loyalty and truth and
so fail in honest human communication.
"The purpose of most people
when speaking of themselves," he
says, "is to conceal themselves."
The members of the Performing
Arts Company are graduate and
undergraduate students who have
come to Mi^h'gan State because
of the opportunities offered bv its
University Theatre program. These
student artists have a wide range
of theatrical training and experience. not on'y in educat : onal and
community theatre, but also in
professional theatre.
Dr. John E. Dietrich, chairman
of the MSU Department of Speech,
notes that the Performing Arts
Company "enables Michigan State
University to take a more positive
role in the cultural renaissance
which is sweeping America today."
"Rhinoceros" is open to the public free of charge. Free reserved
seats may be obtained in the Kletz
of Van Raalte Hall or by phoning
the L i t l e Theatre at EX 6 4616.

ART EXHIBITS — President and Mrs. VanderWerf view one of the
paintings of a collection being shown in their home as part of the
Fine Arts Festival. The main floor of the President's mansion will
be open weekdays from 2-5 p.m. and on Saturdays from 7:30-9:00 p.m.

A full schedule of student written and student directed plays,
songs and readings will be featured as part of this y e a r ' s Fine
Arts Fesitval.
Called "Masques and F a c e s , "
the program has been scheduled
in two parts, part one to be presented on Tuesday, April 28, and
repeated on Friday, May 1, and
part two which will be given on
Wednesday. Aoril 29. and repeated
on Saturday. May 2.
All of the "Masques and F a c e s "
programs will be presented in the
Li f , le Theatre and will 'begin at 8
p.m.
Part one of "Masques and
F a c e s " includes "The S ' r o n ^ e r , "
a one ?ct p ^ y bv August Strindberg,
and directed
by
Ruth
M. DoBoer. In the cast are Mary
Fin'ay as Mrs. X. Ruth Yzenbaard
as Miss Y, and Margie Kish as
the waitress.
This one-act play will be followed
bv Suzanne Rad i ; ff who wi!' sing
"Black is the Co1or of My True
Love's Hair" accomnanied by Peggy Welmers, guitarist.
"The Dock Brief" directed by
Donald Kardux and featuring John
Elve as Morganhall and Alan
Jones as Fnw'e will be the second dramatic offering of the evening. *
Th ; s will 'be followed with interpretive reading "The Lament of
the Normal Child" by Jennifer
Mc p 'ilvray.
P a r t One will conclude with the
presentation of an original one-act
play. "I Love You," written and
directed by Douglas T. McCullough.
Included is the cast are John
Melxhar. Lee Van Dyke. Don Battjes. Jeff Mul'er. Mary Ann B a k ing. Carol Wagner, David Lane,
Sue Radliff, Dave Von Ins, Kathy
Verduin and Graham Lampert.

P a r t Two of "Masques and
F a c e s " will be presented on Wednesday, April 29 and again on
Saturday, May 2. Included in p a r t
two is an original one-act "Life
is Like an U n p l a y e d Bridge
Hand," written and directed by
J a m e s C. Howell. In the cast are
Marcia Newhouse, Maren Kiefer,
Carol Wagner and Robert Werge.
"Copper KeHle" will be played
by guitarist Peggy Welmers while
the stage is being set for another
original play by Alan Jones and

AUTHOR'S CONCLAVE — Discussing the original plays they wrote
and will direct in the Fine Arts Festival are James Howell, Douglas
McCullough, Jennifer McGilvray, Robert Werge and Alan Jones.
Robert Werge, "Who's Afraid of
Arstair Sim." Taking the part
of Alice is Jennifer 'McGilvray;
Alan Jones is Simon and Rob
Werge is Stephen.
Also on the program will be an
stage m a n a g e r ; John Melichar and

Works of Contemporary Artists
Displayed in President's Home
Although Hope College's Fine
Arts Festival do o s not officially
be^in until April 28, two art exhibit : ons are now on display on
the campus and serve as a prelude
to the week's events.
The works of six contemporary
artists are b Q ing exhibited in the
home of President and Mrs. VanderWerf and can be seen weekdays from 2 to 5 p.m. and Saturdays from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. The
showing ends May 8.
Included in the group is a painting " P e r s o n a g 0 " by Maryan. Leon
Golubs's painting "Violin Man."
Malta's canvas "Baseball" which
was recently exhibited at the Univers ; ty of Chxago, an oil painting
by J a m e s M c ^ a r r e l entitled "Dalphin" w h r h was shown at the
University of IPm^is shew of contemporary American painting and
scu'nture ^ t y^ar.
Two sculotures can also be seen,
a c te n l pci'1r»tiire by Josenh ^oto.
"No. 21," which was recently on
exh : b ; tion at the Art In c titu f e of
Chicago and a bronze s c u V u r e by
Cosmos CampoM. "Women."
The o + her exhibit, on display at
Van
Zoeren
Library
through

experiment in puppetry with J a n
Blom and a poetry reading by
John Melichar.
Conclud : ng Part two of Masques
and Faces will be the presentation
of "Missa Eglisia," a pan 4 omime
written and directed by Jennifer
McGilvray.
The production staff for "Masques and F a c e s " include David Karsten, d'rector; Julie Blough,
technical director and stage manager; J a m e s Howell, assistant director; Linda Mi|nro, assistant

May 4, features works by Carol
Harrison, a sculotress from Western Mich : o an University; Richard
Callner. painter from Olivet College; and Paul Arno 1 d. printmaker
from Oberlin College.
These artists will be joined by
Stanley H a r r n g t o n . Hooe art instruc f or. when they present a symposium on contemporary American
art on Saturday. May 2. in Winants Auditorium of Graves Hall.
James
Loveless,
art
chairman of the Fine Arts Festival, arranged for the exhibits and will
pres : de at the Saturday symposium-

Phil Rauwerdink. stage crew.
Also Douglas McCullough. costume consultant; Ann de Velder,
costume crew head; Joan Medema.
costume crew; Carol Kyoer, makeuo crew head; J a n Schulz. Jean
Ten Brink, and Julie Blough.
make-up crew;
Robert
Hecht,
lieht : ng technician; Tracy Fisher,
light crew head; Ed Marsilje,
Kathy L e n d , Ka + hy Lesemann.
and Billie Chain, light crew.
Jennifer McGilvray is property
crew head: her crew is composed
of Mary Hakken and Christine Van
Bree; Becky Allen is sound technician, house managers are J a m e s
Howell and Leslie Brower; business crew includes Diane Reifsneider. Bryce Bu*ier. David Von
Ins and Barbara Wolf.
All of the "Masques and F a c e s "
are ooen to the public f r e e of
charge but reservations for the
free se^ts must be m a d e in advance. Tickets are ava : lable in the
Kletz on the ground floor of Van
R o a l t e Wall or received by cabling
the Little Theatre at EX 6-4616.

First National Bank
OF HOLLAND
Ser ving the Holland area since 1872

Portable Stereo
Headquarters
special discounts to Hope
students

Stoltz Pianos
& Organs
3 3 6 River Ave. at 14th

SUMMER JOBS

JOBS ABROAD

for STUDENTS

STUDENTS & TEACHERS

NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job
openings in 50 states. M A L E or FEMALE. Unprecedented research for students includes exact
pay rates and job details. Names employers and
their addresses for hiring in industry, summer
camps, national parks, resorts, etc., etc., etc.
Hurry!! jobs filled early. Send two dollars. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: Summer Jobs Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix, Arizona.

Largest N E W d irectory.
Lists hundreds of
permanent career opportunities in Europe, South
America, A f r i c a and the Pacific, for M A L E or
FEMALE. Totals 50 countries. Gives specific
addresses and names prospective U.S. employers
with foreign subsidiaries. Exceptionally high pay,
free travel, etc. In addition, enclosed vital guide
and procedures necessary to foreign employment.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Send two dollars to Jobs
Abroad Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoenix,
Arizona.
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Baldwin Essays Study Emotion
by Bryce Butler

•ORPHEUS' — MortarBoard will present Cocteau's "Orpheus" as
the final selection in its film series. The movie will be shown today
at 3:55 p.m. in the Carley Room in the library and at 7 and 9 p.m.
in Snow Auditorium on Saturday.

MortarBoard To Present
Jean Cocteau's 'Orpheus'
by Bryce Butler
The Orpheus of Greek my 4 holo?y
was a singer, the greatest on earth
who could c h a r m anything with
his lyre and his songs.
When his wife Eurydice died, he
determined to go down to the underworld to retrieve her. The singer charmed the various guardians
of Hades and rescued her; however, he lost her again by looking
back at her too soon as they were
coming out.
Because of his great skill with
the harp, Orpheus is looked upon
as the patron of poets.
The Orpheus of Jean Cocteau's
movie, the last in this year's MortarBoard series, is a struggling
young poet. His s^ory symbolica 1 ly
parallels that of the Greek Orpheus, although the movie is hard
to interpret and no one view is
the" last word.
Poetry, symbolized by the Greek
Orpheus, is the subject and heart
of this movie; Coc'eau attempted
and succeeded in creating film
poetry.
Cocteau's devices are poetic;
he uses a dream-mot : f a great
deal. The sudden transfer of the
scene from one place to another,
with no warning and no transition,
is reminiscent of the magic of
poetry. The floating Imagery and
rhythms, introduced by extensive
use of the dance, also lends a
poetic quality to the film.
Critics hail " O m h e u s " with explatives such as "Sheer Cinematic

magic . .
(New York Herald
Tribune) ."Marvelously successful
ba'ance of the real and the magical . . ." (Br'tish F ; l m Institute)
and "Profoundly moving, profoundly impressive, profoundly cinematic."

("The Fire Next Time" and "Nobody Knows My Name" are two
books of essays by American Negro James Baldwin. Baldwin, who
also wrote "Another Country," Is
variously considered the spokesman for the Negro and the thorn
In the Negroes' flesh. All three
books are available In paperback.)
(Mr. Butler Is a sophomore from
Altamonf. N.Y., who is majoring
in philosophy.)
Emotion is the underlying theme
of the two powerful books, "The
Fire Next T i m e " and "Nobody
Knows My N a m e . " Th o dis^osure
and s4uHy of emotfnn tie together
such aoparentiy unrelated subjects
as Andre Hide, the Harlem ghetto
and a conference of writers in
Paris.
Baldwin is emotional in two
ways. He feels stroncly about
many of his subjects and he tries
to communicate that feeding to
the reader. Rut his s u b l e t too is
emotion. Without exception, the
essays are emotional exoositions
of parts of Baldwin's life. It appears ^hat he mu^t get deeoly invoV^d in sorrWhin? ^or, more exa c t ^ . find himself deeo within
someth'ng) to write about it.
In the case of some subjects,
like the loss of identify an American writer feels living outside
America, B a l d w i n has come

Palette and Masque To Produce
'Brigadoon' May 14,15,16
A small Scottish village, which,
by means of a miracle, comes and
goes every hundred y e a r s or so
is called Brigadoon. This village
not on the map, affects the lives
of m o n y people, including three
Americans. The Little Theatre is
now rehearsing for its coming May
production of this delightful story.
"The cast is large and the rehearsa's a r e long but plan on attending either May 14, 15 or 16
and see the results," invites 'Director David Karsten. Those working in the cast a r e : :
Doug McCullough as Tommy
Albirght; Lee Van Dyke, Jeff
Doug'as; Ka'hy Lenel, Fiona Mac
Laren; Carol Kuyper, Jean Mac
Laren; Pete Paulsen, Andrew
Mac Larsen; Gerry Boerhave,
Archie Beaton; Gordy Korstanje.
Harry Beaton; Julie Blough. Meg
Brock ie.
B. J. Berghorst will play Mr.

Lundie; Dirk Walvoord, Charlie
Dalrymp'e; Mike L^ughlin, Angus
McGuffie; Dick Witter. Sandy
Dean; R. L. Fritch, F r a n k ; Jeff
McGilvray. Maggie Anderson; Mel
Andringa. Stuart Dalrymple; Steve
Ditko. MacGregor; Cheryl Dado,
Jane.
Ann Collins, .Anne deVelder.
Mary Louise Flikkema, Sue Utzinger. Marcia Newhouse. Mary Beulkeman. Barbara Bo : ke, Nina Bossenbroek. Linda Munro, Bob Miller and Tom Coleman are mem
bers of the chorus.
The production is being directed
by Mr. David Karsten. assisted
by Jim Howell. Doug Smith and
Karen Huyck are working as pianists; the chorus is being directed
by Ellis Julien and Suzanne Radliff .Choreography is being handled by Bonnie Dyer and R. L.
Fritch.

The Dilettante

A Day Dream
by David Von Ins
I was sitting on the mezzanine
of the library. My view of the
street was obscured by that wall
of hollow bricks th t allows natural
light to enter in small quantity.
Despite this advantage, the wall
m a k e s day dreaming difficult. The
view is very much impaired.
With noth ng to do but study biology, I continued to stare out the
window. I began to feel guilty
about not studying my botany. In
fact I was nearly at the point of
picking up my book when I realized th t the hollow bricks were
demonstrating a law of biology.
Little h i d I realized the significance of my day dreaming. The
wall having many select.ve openings is very much like a semipermeable m e m b r a n e . Also, when
I had stopped studying to look
through the wall, I had passed
f r o m a point of greater concentration to a point of lesser concentration. My actions precisely fit

the definition of osmosis. Not satisfied with an osmosis that left me
in my original position, I went
outside to smoke a cigarette.
I decided that if such brilliant
insights could come from not
studying perhaps it would be best
to ignore my books completely.
I find this method of learning is
much more pleasant than the old
text-book system. With my new
system, a student can study withou f having to disrupt his daily
activities. The no-book method permits one to study at the beach or
in a movie theatre or even while
standing in the lunch line.
Now that my system has been
made public, the president will
prob?bly see that classes a r e unnecessary. Students will be given
their proper academic freedom.
As in the days of Aristotle we will
study while walking in gardens
and parks. The money t h H we
formerly spent for t e x t b o o k s will

be more wisely spent on golf balls
and sun tan lotion.
Anyone who is still skeptical of
my system just hasn't given it
a chance. Try (if only for one
week* leaving your books in your
room. Put on a sweat shirt and a
pair of bermudas. Go out to the
beach or play golf every day. I
guarantee satisfaction.
If the administration feels grades
are still a necessary evil, they can
be given on the basis of previous
grades the students have received
in other courses. Some have suggested that professors might mark
students on personality or on the
number of times the student agrees
or disagrees with the professor.
Clearly the no-text system proh : bits class attendance and test-taking
from determining grades.
But what difference does a grade
make as long as one learns?

through the crisis far enough to
write a meaningful and penetrating study. Other subjects, such
as Andre Gide's homosexuality
are still too close to Baldwin, and
he is a little too nervous to be
really profound.
The subject that finds him at
his best, naturally, is his development and meaning as a Negro.
Here he is a real authority, and
he brings to his subject a deep
introspection, a wide experience
and, unless he is fooling me completely, a wide compassion. It is
amaz : ng to me that a person so
close to a subject could come up
with such an important analysis.
He understands, I think, better
than the social and psychological
scientists with all their studies,
the reactions people (at least his
p e o p ^ i have to the'r environment
and the way things happen to their
minds and spirits. And, most of
all, to their emotions.
In all his essays on the problems
of the black m a n . Baldwin is a
curious mixture of detachment and
commitment. An excellent example
of this is his essay "Princes and
Powers," from "Nobody Knows
My N a m e . " This essay concerns
a Conference of Negro-African
Writers and Artists that was held
in Paris. On the one hand, he discusses very cooly, lucidly and almost entertainingly the discussions
of the conference. He presents the
issues and the turns of the discussions with all the dry detachment of a UPI news release.
But the reporter in this case is
human, and there is, flowing under
and through the entire essay — and
may Baldwin excuse me for saying
this — a kind of naive, childish
joy at the fact of this group of
Negroes discussing their future as
a people and as self-governing nations. It is almost as if he were
saying "look here, you; here we
blad< men are — standing here,
making d i g n i f i e d , intelligent
speeches, having deep discussions,
rationally and profoundly analyzing our pos : tion and planning for
our future. We can do it too." This
is all unconscious, of course, and
is startling and shaming when one
realizes the process it took to
reduce a man to that kind of
pride.
Elsewhere in the book, in the
sections on life in the Negro ghettos, the emotion is revealed as an
exhortation to action and feeling.
Baldwin is deeply involved in his
subject here and he is almost
screaming to us to do something
about the situation.
Here aga : n. however, there is
a kind of de f achment through Baldwin's polemic. The suffering he
has undergone and which he writes
has lifted him above itself to intelligent analysis, love, a kind of
understanding of his fePow man
and an almost frantic desire to
communicate.
The analys : s is of cause and
effect — what the factors of the
ghetto do to the developing soul.
Here. I think, Baldwin has some
important things to say, things
that could make us see how far

the seemingly negligible acts of
prejudice can go.
Baldwin also seems to love,
above, around, under and through
his passion for a fair chance for
his people. Hence, among other
things, his rejection of the black
muslims. Hence also, his eternal
optimism.
Growing out of both the passion
and the love is a pleading desire
to communicate. Baldwin enjoys
getting very honest and talking
man to man about things that
mean a lot to him. He begins to
sound like a good bull session,
when it gets to that point where
people are being very frank and
are just beginning to realize it.
At these points Baldwin, always
a self-conscious writer, begins being embarrassingly so.
Both the analysis and the selfconscious communicat : on are really tools for Baldwin's basically
polemic purpose. Baldwin, a sometime Harlem minister, has never
really left the pulpit, although he
has left the Church. Most of his
essays are really sermons, made
more effective by his understanding of the problems he discusses
and by a real compassion for
peop'e. Indeed, the high quality
of these sermons brings in*o question the effectiveness of the sermon in general.
The reviewer for the Kansas
City Star says of "Nobody Knows,"
"If (this) can't arouse the American conscience, then there isn't
much hope for America — white
or black." If he meant by this
that we would rise up, after hearing Baldwin, and treat the Negro
as a hum^n being and help him
with his problems, I am afraid
he is wrong. Baldwin can point
out the problem and our part in
it and he can raise a storm of
emotion. But he can't reshape our
consc ences around the new-found
responsibility. He c a n ' t make us
compassionate.

Women Physicist
To Visit Campus
As Lecturer
Dr. Vivian A. Johnson of the
Department of Physics at Purdue
University. Lafayette, Ind., will
serve as a visiting lecturer at
Hope College Monday and Tuesday.
She will visit under the auspices
of the American Association of
Physics Teachers and the American Institute of Physics as a part
of a broad, nationwide program to
stimulate interest in physics. The
program is now in its seventh
year and is supported by the National Science Foundation.
Dr. Johnson will give lectures,
hold informal mee f ings w : th students, and assist faculty members
with curriculum
and research
problems. Dr. Harry Frissel. chairman of the Department of Physics
at Hope College, is in charge of
arrangements for Dr. Johnson's
visit.

Woodwind and String Selections
To Be Performed by Faculty
Hope Woodwind Quintet and
String Quartet will present a faculty chamber music recital Sunday, April 26. at 4 p.m. in Snow
Air'itorum.
The Woodwind Quintet is composed of Flutist Dwain Mitchell,^
oboist Gail Warnaar, clarinetist
Arthur Hills, bassoonist Leroy
Martin and hornist Robert Cecil.
They will perform Haydn's "Divertimento No. 1 in B-flat" in four
movements — allegro conspirito,
St. Anthony's chorale, minuetto
and rondo.
Pianist Charles Aschbrenner will
accompany the String Quartet

composed of violinists Morrette
Rider and J e a n Jonoski. violist
Wanda Nigh Rider and cellist
Deanna "Mitchell. They will perform Gabriel F a u r i ' s "Quintet in
C minor. Op. 115" in three movements — allegro moderate, allegro vivo and andante moderate.
The program wil conclude with
a performance of Paul Hindemith's
"Kleine Kammermusik f u r funf
Blaser. Op. 24, No. 2" in five
movements — lustig, walzer, ruh g und einfach, schnell and sehr
lebhaft. The public is invited to
attend free of charge.
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ANCHOR
MAIL
Responsible letters, regardless
of opinion, are welcomed and
will be published. They should
be no longer than 200 words,
submitted by noon Wednesday,
and signed. To conserve space,
editors have right to edit.

Our generation has experienced
few shocks and none has moved
us more deeply and none have we
shared more intensity than the
death of President Kennedy. All
Americans were stunned and grieved by his untimely passing, but
perhaps youth felt the blow more
keenly than the rest. He was a
m a n who shared his youth and
ideals with young people and awakened within us the challenge
to find a purpose and to carry out
our responsibility to ourselves and
to our country.
We believe that the personal
letters college students wrote to
friends, sweethearts, parents and
others who were close to them
during those days in November
would indicate their true feelings
and vividly describe the effect of
John F. Kennedy's dea:h upon our
generation. In addition to providing a tribute to President Kennedy,
these letters would serve not only
as a valuable asset to historians,
but would clearly depict for the
future the emotional and psychological impact of the tragedy upon
the thoughts of America's young
people.
Because we feel that these letters are important, we as individuals are collecting them for deposit in the JFK Memorial Library
and have been assured by officals
at the National Archives in Washington, D.C., that the letters will
be accepted, stored there, and
forwarded to the Kennedy Library
upon its completion.
As we a r e college students with
a limited budget, our only appeal
is to students through college newspapers and we need your support
and cooperation to m a k e this project a success. If you have saved
any of the letters you received
which commented upon the effects
of the events in Dallas and if you
a r e interested in donating them
to the library, please send them
to:
Letters
Box 756
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
If possible, we would like to
have the original envelope showing the postmark and date. Upon
receipt of the letters, we will
assemble them and send them in
a body to the National Archives.
It should be r e m e m b e r e d that
letters sent will be m a d e available
for examination by competent and
interested persons at the library

Dear Senate President

COMING
EVENTS

AN OPEN LETTER TO NEXT YEAR'S
STUDENT

SENATE

PRESIDENT

Dear Sir,
I don't envy you.
The student body today voted to give you
a job and a headache. For a year.
The Student Senate presidency is a big
job. It demands a great amount of time, a
backbreaking amount of work, a sin^e-minded
drive. At least it shou 1 d. If you don't spend
a great many hours in throwing all your efforts
to getting important problems and issues resolved, if you don't spend sleepless nights worrying over what *0 do and how to do it, if you
don't put everything you've got into the job,
you're slacking and 1600 students will be let
down. And the interested people on campus who
care about what is go : ng on and what should
be going on wi1! know it; if you let them down
you'll hear about it.
That's a big part of the. headache — pushing
yourself and the peonle to whom you a r e responsible. Plus knowing that if you don't push
yourself someone will be pushing you. Kicking
rrvght be the less euphemistic word to use.
That's the liability you faced when you
asked for the job. But the point of the mat 4 er
is not that you will have to work hard just
to keep from getting stomped on. The point
of the matter is that as Student Senate presi-

and thus any personal m a t t e r may
be de'eted. or the letter may be
recopied, omitting these parts. We
will attempt to acknowledge all
letters which are received.
We feel that if we are able to
o b t i n an adequate number of
these letters representing a fair
cross-section of the U.S. college
population, then our generation
will be enabled to m a k e a real and
unique contribution to history,
helping to paint a c l e a r e r picture
of times such as the present.
Thomas H. IMaher
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Bl icksburg, Virginia
Kathryn I. Kulesher
Western Reserve U.
Cleveland, Ohio

Student Union
Friday; 8-12 p.m. with dancing
Special entertainment will be
the Jazz Quartet: Jim Ruffner,
Paul Lein, Dick Wolters, Dave
Molt.
The Quartet will begin playing at 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: 8-12 p.m.

dent you have been given the opportunity to
do something really important. The challenge
is great; it makes the headache worthwhile.
For every problem and situation next year
you will be faced with a choice. You will have
to decide — either actively or passively — either
to take the easy way out and simply let things
move along at their own speed or you can
stand up and take the initiative to push every
issue as far as it will go toward active resolution. In almost every case the wrong choice
will be the easy choice.
The Student Senate is being allowed more
responsibility by the administration and this
year showed some glimpses of taking and using
the opportunities for responsiblity open to it.
As Senate president you can use those opportunities to lead the Senate to the most active
year it has ever had. Or you can fink out and
let the Senate ibe the usual "good" (average)
body it can be without driving, leadership.
In your campaign platform you listed areas
in which you promised to take action. Your
promises will not be forgotten.
The students of Hope College are looking
forward to a good year. They elected you because they believe that you can do the best
job of making that good year a reality; they
now stand behind you, willing to back you up
if they believe that you are doing the right
thing.
Sincerely yours,
Charles Menning

AIRC Discusses Rising Nasion
At the International Re'ations
Club conference on April 1-4 Dr.
St. Clair Drake, professor at
Roosevelt University and resident
of Ghana for five years and Mr.
Martin F. Peya. former Cuban
diplomat, g^ve their views on Africa and Latin America in a discussion entitled "The Develop .ig
Nations and World Peace Thi».'.gh
World L a w . "
Drake, discussing the present
situation in Africa, stated that
Africa was divided into four "sections." Dividing Africa into the
s t a ' e s controlled by the "white
s e t t e r s " where power was in the
hands of a minority and the independent states, Drake further divided the latter into a small group
of radical states such as Ghana
and the NAR which are socialistic,
militarily neutral, and pan-African
and a larger group composed of
what he termed the "Common
M rket Countries" who have economic ties with the European
Common Market and the "non Common Market Countries."
In discussing the emergence of
these countries into the world

frames i rk ol independent states,
Drake pointed out that the "roles
of operation" were already in effect, especially concerning the use
of warfare. He stated that all of
the African states would like to
see International Law extended
and that they cooperate with the
UN and use its facilities, viewing
it as a possible 'tool" in their Imperialistic revolution.
Peya in speaking about the developing nations of Latin America
stated that this was " a continent
in eruption." The main problems
frcing Latin America are the lack
of a large middle class, the attempts to diversify the economy
and inflation. P e y a discussed US
foreign aid in this area, statin;;
that trade with the US was essential for the development of Latin
America.
Basing his observations on personal experiences in Cuba, Peya
stated that the idea of exploitation
by US corporations was a misconception, the actual case being that
they brought civilization to the
area through schools, hospitals,
and roads.

FRIDAY, APRIL 24
Illumination night. Chapel, 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, APRIL 25
SCA workday
MortarBoard Film: "Orpheus,"
Snow Auditorium, 7 & 9 p.m.

SUNDAY, APRIL 26
Faculty Chamber Recital, Snow
Auditorium, 4 p.m.

TUESDAY, APRIL 28
Masque & Faces 1, Little Theatre, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, APRIL 30
Rhinoceros: Holland High Auditorium, 3 and 8:15 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 1
All-Stravinsky P r o g r a m , Snow
Auditorium. 8 p.m.
Masques & Faces I, Little Theatre. 8 p.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 2
Symposium on Art. Graves Auditorium, 3 p.m.
All-Stravinsky P r o g r a m ,
Auditorium. 8 p.m.

Snow

Masques & Faces II, Little Theatre, 8 p.m.
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Dutchmen Split With Calvin, Beat Albion
by James Mace
Hope opened its defense of the
MIAA baseball title by splitting
a twin bill with the Calvin Knights
on April 15.

Hope took the opener behind the
three hit pitching of left-hander
J i m Van Til and the hitting of
his batterymate, Art Kramer. Van
Til was in control of the game

Baseball Team Optimistic
In Spite of Spring Tour
(Editor's note: Joe Bosworth
concludes his article on the adventures of the Hope College Baseball team in the South.)
After a highly competitive intersquad game on Thursday, April 2.
Hope went up against the NCAA
small college champions, Union
Univ. of Jackson, Tenn., in a
game that was frequently delayed
by rain. Hope turned in an impressive display of power with
two home runs, by Wayne Cotts
and Glenn Van Wieren, and Van
Wieren turned in an outstanding
pitching performance which held
Union to a 3-3 tie after nine innings of play. The game was then
delayed by the advent of a Tennessee "monsoon" which consequently cancelled any further play
against Union.
The next day the Flying Dutchmen left Tennessee and journeyed
northwards towards South Bend,
Indiana. Two days and 600 miles
later found Hope on the campus of
the Univ. of Notre 'Dame. Due to
their late arrival Hope quickly
suited and readied themselves for
the "Fighting Irish." However,

WE NEED YOUR HEAD IN
OUR BUSINESS
POST S BARBER SHOP
Thr^ Barb«ri
Two blocks south of chaD«l.

Hope did not play dead in front
of their opposition and a f t e r nine
innings of play the score was all
tied 5-5. Finally in the darkening
shadows of the twelfth inning the
"Irish" pushed across a run in
what pro 'ed to be a heart-breaking loss for a tired and homesick
group of Hopeites.
However, so as not to be suspected of "wasting" all of our
time on baseball, the trip, itself,
will p r o b a b j be remembered
more for some of it's social highlights. Foremost in mind are three
occasions: the ball game between
the NCAA All-Stars and UCLA at
Evansville, our stopover for the
first night, which featured the
uproarious "fruging" of assistant
coach and most valuable player,
Jim Vander Pil, and the shaving
of four freshmen heads, a traditional custom.
Now speaking as a member of
this long to be remembered excursion, I would like to make a
couple of remarks. First of all, I
think our disappointing 2-4-1 record deserves a few excuses. Our
competition, in most cases, was
"over our Heads," that is, we
were playing against many boys
on athletic scholarships, against
schools that had begun practicing
long before we had, and most important of all, they had been playing games for nearly three weeks
when we met them.
In renlity, it can be said, that
our 1964 spring trip was a great
success because we accomplished
our prime purpose: that of molding our team into a working unit,
not only on the field but off the
field where friendships that m a y
last longer than baseball have
been built.

WE WILL
GLADLY ORDER
Any Book Not In Stock
(including paperbacks)

BLUE KEY

Make Your Selection at . • .

FRENCH CLOAK
3 0 E. 8th St.

EX 3 - 9 0 0 6

Ladies Apparel

15 West 8th Street

Stceaiers,

STRIKE — Unidentified batter swings at the ball in the Hope-Calvin
game last week.

Flying Dutch Trackmen
Lose to Calvin, Olivet
by Steve De Pree
Albion's well - balanced attack
proved too powerful for Hope's
track team last Saturday in their
first home meet which the Britons won by a score of 82-54.
Springy - legged John Simons
came up with a big effort to triumph in the broad jump with a
distance of 22'2". Gary Holvick
also performed in smooth fashion
to win both the 120-yard high
hurdles and the 330-yard intermediate hurdles. Hope's only other
first place finish was recorded by
the strong mile r e h y team.
Bob MacKay also jumped an
unofficial 6'2" in his second place
high jump finish.
Results were as follows:
440-yard relay — Albion. Time
44.6.
uMile run — Conwell (A), Nyboer
(H), Krumm (A). Time 4:36.4.
•440-yard dash — Hawkins (A),
Lane (H», Ogonji (H). Time 51.5.
100-yard dash — Elzy (A), Hultgren (H», Fialko (H». Time 10.2.
120-yard high hurdles — Holvick
(H>, Clark (A), Roush (A). Time
15.6.
880-yard — Conwell (A), Curry
(A), Peiper (H>. Time 2:03.4.
220-yard dash — Elzy (A), Hult-
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Dutch Netmen Win Four Straight

PLACE

BOOK STORE

Westrate's

from the start and powerful hitting on the part of his team mates
put the game out of reach by the
third inning. The senior portsider
had 13 strikeouts en route to the
victory. Losing pitcher Don Lagastee hurled the first two innings
plus and gave up eight runs.
In the hitting department. Art
Kramer went 3-5 with a double,
while Ron Venhuizen had a twobagger good for two RBI's.
However, in the nightcap, junior
Ken Fletcher hurled a one-hitter
in leading the Knights to an even
break in the doubleheader. The
only hit off the tall right hander
was a solid single by Clare Van
Wieren in the fourth inning. Fletcher was the master throughout as
he fanned four, walked four and
allowed only three balls to be hit
out of the infield.
Fletcher was also the game's
hitting star as he blasted a Jong
two run homer in the third inning
off of losing pitcher Glenn Van
Wieren. Van Wieren pitched the
first three innings for the Dutchmen while giving up two runs and
four hits. Joe Bosworth finished up
and gave up the third Calvin run
in the sixth inning.
On April 18 the Flying Dutchmen
took on the Albion College Britons
at Albion. Hope defeated the co. titleholders 1-0 in 10 innings.
Joe Bosworth pitched one of his
greatest games as he threw a
one-hitter and struck out 19 batters. Muenchausen's single with
two out in the seventh inning was
the only hit off of the sophomore
right hander. Bosworth also failed
to issue a pass for the game.
Hope finally won it in the tenth
inning when Glenn Van Wieren
singled, stole second and scored
moments later when his brother
Clare doubled. Both Van Wierens
lead the hitting attack with a
double and single apiece, while
Bosworth had a double and Chuck
Veurink and Art Kramer each
singled.
Losing pitcher, Larry Colburn,
also pitched a fine game as he
fanned 12 men and walked three
in the ten innings he worked.
Hope's victory left them in third
place in the MIAA with a 2-1 record. Adrian, 2-0, and Calvin 3-1,
are first and second respectively.
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by

Junior House, Jantzen
Koret of California, Shapely

Following a dismal spring trip,
Hope's tennis team has finally
hit its stride and now seems
certain to give Kalamazoo a run
for the MIAA tennis title.
During the spring break Hope
played eight matches agaist some
of the largest colleges in Tennessee and Florida, including Vanderbilt U., Florida State University,
Davidson, University of Florida
and the University of Indiana. Although the Flying Dutchmen managed only one win over the entire
trip, against the U. of Florida,
the boys rounded themselves into
fine shape and began to show
their true form against Wheaton
on April 10.
Against the Crusaders from
Wheaton, Craig Workman, Lance
Stell and Dave Zwart led the Dutch
to a 7-2 victory on the opposition's
courts. The next day Hope took
on MacMurray College of Jacksonville,
Illinois
at
Wheaton,
and the D u t c h m e n blanked
them 9 - 0. Butch Hopma,
Craig Workman, Lance Stell, Dave

Zwart, Harv Hoffman and Jack
Schrier all had singles victories,
while Hopma and Workman teamed up to take the main doubles
match.
On April 15 the Dutchmen open
their 1964 MIAA tennis season with
a 7-0 whitewashing of the Calvin
Knights. This victory strengthened
Hope's position as a contender for
the MIAA tennis championship.
Butch Hopma, Craig Workman,
Lance Stell and Harv Hoffman
again led the team with respective
singles victories and Hopma and
Workman once more copped the
chief doubles event.
Hope's tennis team won its'
second straight MIAA victory and
its' fourth in a row overall against
Albion on April 18.
In a match that was delayed for
three hours by rain the Dutchmen blanked the Britons, 7-0.
Butch Hopma and Craig Workman
won two out of three set victories,
while Lance Stell, Bud Hoffman,
and Dave Zwart won straight two
set victories.
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Javelin — Graves (A), Kahler
<H), Smith (A). Distance 165'6".
Broad jump — Simons (H), Batti (A), Genson (A). Distance 22'2".
High jump — Middlebroek (A),
MacKay (H), Turner (A) Height
6'3V.
Pole vault — Heth (A), McNitt
(A), Swets (H). Height 12'6".
Despite great individual feats,
Hope's tracksters lost the team
score by a margin of 751^-60M» in
a meet against the Calvin Knights
Wednesday in Grand Rapdis.
Two Hope College records fell
by the wayside. In the high jump
event Bob MacKay beat his own
mark by one-quarter inch as he
soared over the bar at 6 ' W .
Bill Hultgren, Ken Carpenter, Gilbert Ogonji and Dave Lane comprised the mile relay team that
clipped two and a half seconds off
the old mark to run the event in
3:27.5
Other top performers among the
Flying Dutch squad include: John
Nyboer in the mile run, Dave Lane
in the 440-yard dash, John Simons
in the broad jump and Doug Swets
in the pole vault. All of these men
took first place in their respective
events.
Results are as follows:
Pole vault — Swets (H), C.
Buys (H), Dykema (C). Height
11'.

High jump — Mackay (H),
Campbell ( O , Vrievoogh (C) and
Menning (H). Height 6 ' 1 V .
Shot put — Wyhstra (C), J a n s m a
( O , C. Buys (H). Distnnce W S " .
Javelin — J a n s m a (C), Kahler
(H), Brink (C). Distance 163'2".
Broad jump — Simons (H) t Hilbelink (H), J a n s m a (C). Distance
2o'l^,.
Discus — Advocott (C), Wyrstra
(C), Shantholtzer (H). Distance
124'8M.
440-yard dash •— Lane (H), Vander Wheit (C), Ogonji (H). Time
50.7.
IMile run — Hommes (C), Nyboer
(H), Bannik (C). Time 4:29.5.
100-yard dash — Klop (C), Fialko (H), Hultgren (H). Time 10.1.
120-yard high hurdles — Snoeyink (C), Holvick (H), Remeur (C).
Time 15.1.
880-yard run — Hommes (C),
Peiper (H), Wheits (C). Time
2:01.1

RUSS'
Drive In

DAILY PICKUP and DELIVERY
AT KOLLEN HALL — 5 : 3 0 P.M.

gren (H), Raymond (A). Time 22.4.
330-yard intermediate hurdles—
Holvick 'H», Clark (A), Roush (A).
Time 40.4.
Two mile run — Dow (A), Sterk
(H), Krumm (A); Time 10:15.5.
Mile relay — Hope (Hultgren.
Carpenter, Ogonji and Lane).
Time 3:29.7.
Shot put — Thompson (A), Shafer (A), Buys (H). Distance 40'8 1 V.
Discus — Shantholtzer (H),
Buys <H), Hora (A). Distance

Car or inside service
Eating out together - is always fun at RUSS'

220-yard dash — Klop (C), Hultgren (H), Fialko (H). Time 22.7.
Two mile run — Bannink ( O ,
Sterk (H), Kamper (C). Time
10:18.9.
330-yard intermediate hurdles—
Snoeyink (C>, Holvick (iH), Remeur (C). Time 39.9.
Mile relay — Hope (Hultgren.
Carpenter, Ogonji and Lane;.
Time 3:27.5.

